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No matter how much we think our 
offspring are Einsteins in training and 
will keep themselves amused for hours 
on end by drawing, reading, doing the 
New York Times crossword, solving 
sudoku puzzles, and so on, they most 
likely will become bored at some point 
on a long road trip. Much as it pains 
parents of these budding geniuses, it’s 
then time for mindless pacifying, which 
means audio-visual entertainment. 

The temptation when buying 
any SUV or minivan these days is 
to check the option for the onboard 
entertainment system. And as good 
as many of these systems are—the 
Dodge/Chrysler version has no fewer 
than three TV screens, Sirius satellite 
TV, and the possibility for the little 
sweethearts to be doing all sorts 
of electronic activities at the same 
time—they aren’t cheap. For a start, 
one usually has to order an uplevel 
trim package. Even then, the DVD 
entertainment system isn’t always a 
stand-alone option. Among these five 
vehicles, figure on a $1600 minimum, 
plus the trim-level premium.

Another problem with these 
systems is that younger kids will want 
to watch from the third row so they 
don’t have to crane their necks to 
view the roof-mounted screens. This 
has obvious benefits—more distance 
between parental units and offspring, 
for one—but is tricky if one is carrying a 
lot of luggage.

The alternative pacification strategy 
is a trip to your local electronics 
superstore. Portable DVD players 
are as little as $80, although models 
with rechargeable batteries and 12-
volt inputs are more expensive. For 
kids who get carsick, it makes sense 
to get a player that has a headrest 
bracket, such as the Panasonic 8.5-
inch DVD-LS82 at $230, or purchase 
a stand-alone mount. More expensive 
players may have an AV input, too, 
thus enabling the “yoof” to play video 
games as well. Even if you end up 
spending $750 on three players, 
consider that’s less than half the cost 
of the cheapest manufacturer’s rear-
seat system, and those aren’t portable. 

—Mark Gillies

KEEPING THE CRITTERS QUIET

If we have a reservation about Stow ’n 
Go, it comes down to the rickety feeling 
of the mechanism. Can this possibly hold 
up for five or 15 years? Another problem: 
Reaching under the captain’s chairs for 
the slider latch can lead to a major finger 
pinch; one editor’s digit still hadn’t healed 
a week after the test. 

Even more rickety is the optional con-
sole between the front seats. Mom loves the 
way it opens wide, providing a purse-hid-
ing zone, and it cleverly slides rearward 
in two stages to offer a lunch table for the 
second row. But all these loose-tolerance 
sliders make it a wobbly apparatus that 
surely embarrassed Daimler halfway to 
divorce court.

Everywhere you look around the Grand 
Caravan’s interior you see cup holders and 
storage niches. The front doors each have 
two-story bins for holding odds and ends, 
the dash has stacked glove boxes, the cen-
ter of the dash has pop-out cup holders and 

Entertainment to go: Along with two 

Mom likes the pinpoint reading 
lights—no glare as she drives.

more small cubbies on the way down to a 
spaniel-size open bin at the bottom. You 
could lose your mind in this poly-com-
partmentalized interior and never find 
it again.

Clever, but the interior has a cheap-mo-
tel look about it, too, with plastic gestures 
everywhere—obvious plastic, blatant plas-
tic. Chrysler makes impressive claims for 

the stain resistance of its YES Essentials 
interior fabrics. Great idea. Unfortunately, 
even when clean, the look is plebeian. 

Maybe minivan customers, eyes fixed 
on cup holders and storage bins, simply 
see more utility when they behold these 
materials. But such appointments might 
have something to do with the category’s 
sagging popularity, too. 

C/D RESULTS BEST IN TEST SUSPENSION BRAKES
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DODGE  
GRAND CARAVAN SXT

struts, coil 
springs, anti-

roll bar
rigid axle, coil 

springs
11.9-inch 

vented disc
12.0-inch 

disc yes yes
Bridgestone  

Turanza EL400-02, 
P225/65R-17 100T M+S

203  0.71*  52.1*

HONDA  
ODYSSEY EX-L

struts, coil 
springs, anti-

roll bar

multilink, coil 
springs, anti-

roll bar
11.7-inch 

vented disc
12.3-inch 

disc yes yes
Michelin  

Energy LX4,  
235/65R-16 103T M+S

187 0.76 48.3

HYUNDAI  
ENTOURAGE LIMITED

struts, coil 
springs, anti-

roll bar

multilink, coil 
springs, anti-

roll bar
11.7-inch 

vented disc
11.9-inch 

disc yes yes
Michelin  

Energy LX4,  
235/60R-17 102T M+S

187  0.75*  53.7*

NISSAN  
QUEST SL

struts, coil 
springs, anti-

roll bar

multilink, coil 
springs, anti-

roll bar
11.4-inch 

vented disc
12.1-inch 

vented disc yes yes
Michelin  

Energy MXV4 S8,  
225-700R480A 100H M+S†

186 0.78 49.7

TOYOTA  
SIENNA LE

struts, coil 
springs, anti-

roll bar

trailing arms, 
coil springs, 
anti-roll bar

11.7-inch 
vented disc

11.5-inch 
disc yes yes

Dunlop  
SP Sport 4000 A/S, 

P215/65R-16 96T M+S
201 0.76 47.0

TEST AVERAGE 193 0.75 50.2
*Stability-control-inhibited. †Run-flats.
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SPACE SHUTTLESCOMPARISON TEST


